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While reasonable efforts have been made to assure the accuracy of this document, Telit assumes no liability resulting from any inaccuracies or omissions in this document, or from use of the information obtained herein. The information in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed for inaccuracies or omissions. Telit reserves the right to make changes to any products described herein and reserves the right to revise this document and to make changes from time to time in content hereof with no obligation to notify any person of revisions or changes. Telit does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product, software, or circuit described herein; neither does it convey license under its patent rights or the rights of others.

It is possible that this publication may contain references to, or information about Telit products (machines and programs), programming, or services that are not announced in your country. Such references or information must not be construed to mean that Telit intends to announce such Telit products, programming, or services in your country.

COPYRIGHTS

This instruction manual and the Telit products described in this instruction manual may be, include or describe copyrighted Telit material, such as computer programs stored in semiconductor memories or other media. Laws in the Italy and other countries preserve for Telit and its licensors certain exclusive rights for copyrighted material, including the exclusive right to copy, reproduce in any form, distribute and make derivative works of the copyrighted material. Accordingly, any copyrighted material of Telit and its licensors contained herein or in the Telit products described in this instruction manual may not be copied, reproduced, distributed, merged or modified in any manner without the express written permission of Telit. Furthermore, the purchase of Telit products shall not be deemed to grant either directly or by implication, estoppel, or otherwise, any license under the copyrights, patents or patent applications of Telit, as arises by operation of law in the sale of a product.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE COPYRIGHTS

The Telit and 3rd Party supplied Software (SW) products described in this instruction manual may include copyrighted Telit and other 3rd Party supplied computer programs stored in semiconductor memories or other media. Laws in the Italy and other countries preserve for Telit and other 3rd Party supplied SW certain exclusive rights for copyrighted computer programs, including the exclusive right to copy or reproduce in any form the copyrighted computer program. Accordingly, any copyrighted Telit or other 3rd Party supplied SW computer programs contained in the Telit products described in this instruction manual may not be copied (reverse engineered) or reproduced in any manner without the express written permission of Telit or the 3rd Party SW supplier. Furthermore, the purchase of Telit products shall not be deemed to grant either directly or by implication, estoppel, or otherwise, any license under the copyrights, patents or patent applications of Telit or other 3rd Party supplied SW, except for the normal non-exclusive, royalty free license to use that arises by operation of law in the sale of a product.
USAGE AND DISCLOSURE RESTRICTIONS

I. License Agreements

The software described in this document is the property of Telit and its licensors. It is furnished by express license agreement only and may be used only in accordance with the terms of such an agreement.

II. Copyrighted Materials

Software and documentation are copyrighted materials. Making unauthorized copies is prohibited by law. No part of the software or documentation may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or translated into any language or computer language, in any form or by any means, without prior written permission of Telit.

III. High Risk Materials

Components, units, or third-party products used in the product described herein are NOT fault-tolerant and are NOT designed, manufactured, or intended for use as on-line control equipment in the following hazardous environments requiring fail-safe controls: the operation of Nuclear Facilities, Aircraft Navigation or Aircraft Communication Systems, Air Traffic Control, Life Support, or Weapons Systems (High Risk Activities*). Telit and its supplier(s) specifically disclaim any expressed or implied warranty of fitness for such High Risk Activities.

IV. Trademarks

TELIT and the Stylized T Logo are registered in Trademark Office. All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners.

V. Third Party Rights

The software may include Third Party Right software. In this case you agree to comply with all terms and conditions imposed on you in respect of such separate software. In addition to Third Party Terms, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions in this License shall apply to the Third Party Right software.

TELIT HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED FROM ANY THIRD PARTIES REGARDING ANY SEPARATE FILES, ANY THIRD PARTY MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THE SOFTWARE, ANY THIRD PARTY MATERIALS FROM WHICH THE SOFTWARE IS DERIVED (COLLECTIVELY “OTHER CODE”), AND THE USE OF ANY OR ALL THE OTHER CODE IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING (WITHOUT LIMITATION) ANY WARRANTIES OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

NO THIRD PARTY LICENSORS OF OTHER CODE SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND WHETHER MADE UNDER CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHER LEGAL THEORY, ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE OTHER CODE OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED UNDER EITHER OR BOTH THIS LICENSE AND THE LEGAL TERMS APPLICABLE TO ANY SEPARATE FILES, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
## APPLICABILITY TABLE

### PRODUCTS

- GE865-QUAD
- GE866-QUAD
- GL865-QUAD
- GL865-QUAD V3
- GL865-QUAD V3.1
- GE910-QUAD V3
- GE910-QUAD
- GE910-QUAD AUTO
- HE910-D
- HE910-EUD
- HE910-EUR
- HE910-NAD
- HE910-GL
- HE910-NAR
- UE910-EUD
- UE910-EUR
- UE910-NAD
- UE910-N3G
- UL865-EUD
- UL865-EUR
- UL865-NAR
- UL865-NAD
- UE866-N3G
- UE866-EU
- UE910-N3G
- UE910-EU
- UL865-EU
- LE910-NA V2
- LE910-SV V2
- LE910-EU V2
- LE910-AU V2
- LE910-SV1
- LE910-SVL
- LE910-NA1
- LE910-EU1
- LE910B4-NA
- LE910B1-NA
- LE910B1-SA
- LE910B1-EU
- LE910-JN1
- LE866-SV1
- LE866A1-KK
- LE866A1-KS
- LE866A1-JS
- LE866A1-NA
- ME866A1-NV
- ME866A1-NA
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

1.1. **Scope**
Scope of this document is to provide customers with the necessary information on how to configure the Telit cellular module in order to manage a Telit GNSS module through the Telit AT commands.

1.2. **Audience**
This document is intended for customers who are developing applications with Bundle Solutions.

1.3. **Contact Information, Support**
For general contact, technical support services, technical questions and report documentation errors contact Telit Technical Support at:

- TS-EMEA@telit.com
- TS-AMERICAS@telit.com
- TS-APAC@telit.com

Alternatively, use:
http://www.telit.com/support

For detailed information about where you can buy the Telit modules or for recommendations on accessories and components visit:
http://www.telit.com

Our aim is to make this guide as helpful as possible. Keep us informed of your comments and suggestions for improvements. Telit appreciates feedback from the users of our information.
1.4. Document Organization

This document contains the following chapters:

“Chapter 1: "Introduction" provides a scope for this document, target audience, contact and support information, and text conventions.

“Chapter 2: “Overview” gives an overview of the features of the product.

“Chapter 3: “Software Bundle Configuration” details the suitable AT commands for configuring the Telit Bundle Solution.

“Chapter 4: “Patching SiRFStar IV/V ROM based receivers” provides the steps required in order to patch a ROM receiver through the Telit cellular module.

“Chapter 5: “A-GPS for SiRFStar IV/V based receivers” details how to download and inject SGEE files through a Telit cellular module.


“Chapter 8: “Bundling with Telit 3G/4G cellular modules” shows the AT commands to be sent when using a Telit 3G/4G cellular module in bundling.

“Chapter 9: “Document history” shows the history of this document.
1.5. Text Conventions

**Danger** – This information MUST be followed or catastrophic equipment failure or bodily injury may occur.

---

**Caution or Warning** – Alerts the user to important points about integrating the module, if these points are not followed, the module and end user equipment may fail or malfunction.

---

**Tip or Information** – Provides advice and suggestions that may be useful when integrating the module.

---

All dates are in ISO 8601 format, i.e. YYYY-MM-DD.

1.6. Related Documents

- [1] Telit_AT_Commands_Reference_Guide_r22, 80000ST10025a
- [2] Telit_Jupiter_Host_NVM_Storage_Application_Note_r5
- [4] Telit_SiRF_InstantFix_Application_Note_r3
- [5] Telit_SL869_Server_AGPS_Application_Note_r0
- [6] Telit_SiRF_StarIV_ROM_Patching_Application_Note_r1
- [7] Telit_SGEE-EPO_Application_Note_r2
2. OVERVIEW

A bundle solution is made up of different layers, apps and modules that act and exchange data and/or resources in order to execute a defined task.

The Telit Bundle implementation provides customers with a straightforward solution to bundle Telit GNSS and Cellular technologies and manage both of them through a single module, with a single communication port and a single communication protocol.

2.1. Why Bundling?

There are two different ways to implement an application that uses Cellular and GNSS modules together:

- Stand-Alone solution
- Telit Bundle Solution

In the Stand-Alone solution, an application microprocessor handles both cellular and GNSS modules as separated entities. See the figure below:

![Fig. 1: Stand-Alone solution](image-url)
This implementation has pros and cons.

Some pros are:

- Cellular and GNSS modules can be fully managed independently by the microprocessor;
- Battery life is generally well optimized since the cellular and/or GNSS can be switched ON/OFF independently by the application microprocessor.

On the other side, there are some cons due to the fact that the application processor:

- uses two different UARTs (one for GNSS and the other for cellular);
- manages two different protocols (AT commands for cellular, NMEA or Binary for GNSS);
- needs to embed the Assisted GPS downloader (if A-GPS is requested) into the application microprocessor (in order to download the A-GPS file from the Telit A-GPS server);
- manages the upload of the A-GPS file into the GNSS receiver when required;
- in addition, and only for ROM-based GNSS receivers, it could be also required to:
  - embed ROM SW Patcher into the application microprocessor (SW patch contains general improvements or customization parameters);
  - reserve a storage area in microprocessor’s memory to store the SW patch for the GNSS ROM receiver (if existing);
  - reserve a storage area in microprocessor’s memory to store the A-GPS files computed in the GNSS receiver (Telit GNSS receivers are able to create a prediction of ephemeris for the next 3-5 days, but this feature can be disabled if not required);
  - reserve a storage area in microprocessor’s memory to store the server generated A-GPS files (since they must be injected into the ROM GNSS receiver at each startup of the GNSS).

The implementation of some of the features mentioned above, like A-GPS and ROM Patching, is not mandatory and the effort is related to the complexity of the application as well as the customers’ skills.
The **Telit Bundle Solution** represents an alternative way to integrate such Cellular + GNSS applications.

**Fig. 2: Telit Bundle Solution**

This solution requires that the main UART of the GNSS receiver has to be connected directly to the 2\textsuperscript{nd} UART of the Cellular module (often it is the TRACE UART).

Some cellular GPIOs need to be connected to the GNSS receiver to manage some key pins (power control, boot, …, etc.).

This implementation has pros and cons.

Some **pros** of the Telit Bundle Solution are:

- only one UART is used by the application processor;
- no effort is required to integrate and manage the GNSS protocol, since the GNSS receiver is managed by the Cellular module through AT commands;
- the A-GPS Downloader/Manager is already embedded into the Cellular module’s SW;
- the Patcher SW engine (for GNSS ROM receivers only) is already embedded in the Cellular module’s SW;
- the Application microprocessor could be removed and the whole application managed by the Python or AppZone engines running into the Telit cellular module.

Some **cons** of this solution are that:

- the cellular module has to be in power-on status every time the microprocessor needs to send, update or exchange data with the GNSS receiver. This results in a more complex power management in order to match a power consumption comparable with standard solution;
- not all the features of the GNSS receiver can be driven through the cellular module (see the Telit AT Commands User guide [1]).

Conclusion: both the **Stand-Alone solution** and the **Telit Bundle Solution** have pros and cons.

Customers have to weigh carefully pros, cons and requirements before choosing the implementation approach.
2.2. Telit Bundle Solution

The Telit Bundle solution's advantage is to combine multiple technologies and manage the whole set through a single dedicated communication port.

In the Telit Bundle solution, the cellular module is the master while the GNSS receiver is the slave.

The GNSS receiver is managed through the cellular module using dedicated AT commands; in this case, customers do not need to know or use any other protocol to manage the external GNSS receiver.

Moreover, this solution does not require to include any A-GPS Download Manager or Patching SW engine in the external Application Microprocessor to manage A-GPS aiding and ROM Patcher SW engine.

In fact, the Telit Bundle solution is composed by different SW blocks that allow customers to manage, keep up-to-date and assist the GNSS receiver.

---

Fig. 3: Telit Bundle Solution SW blocks
2.3. Hardware Configuration

Telit cellular and GNSS modules communicate with each other through standard UART port. Both serial port and pins configuration setup are reported in the following paragraphs. Setup could change depending on the Cellular and GNSS model applied.

WARNING:
Please note that information reported below is the minimum required to set up the bundle solution between Telit cellular modules and GNSS receivers. Since Telit GNSS products are based on different platforms, please make sure to adjust the voltage levels by the means of the proper level translator. Refers to the Hardware User Guide of both products selected for further design explanation.

2.3.1. Serial port (UART) configuration

In order to set up the bundle communication, the cellular module’s 2nd UART (normally used for Trace) has to be connected to the GNSS receiver’s main UART port.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cellular 2nd UART</th>
<th>GNSS UART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TX_AUX</td>
<td>GPS_RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX_AUX</td>
<td>GPS_TX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2. Pin configuration

In order to control the external GNSS receiver, the cellular module has to manage the pins summarized in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNSS Receiver</th>
<th>ON_OFF/ LDO Enable</th>
<th>SYSTEM_ON</th>
<th>BOOT</th>
<th>RESET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JF2 Flash</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF2 ROM/Eeprom SE868-V2</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN3 FLASH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN3 ROM/Eeprom</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE880 ROM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL869</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE868-V3 SE873</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:**

Customers can choose whatever set of the cellular module’s GPIOs (among those available and not already assigned to other functionalities) to manage the GNSS receiver.
WARNING:
The first cellular module’s selected GPIO must always be connected to the GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF/LDO Enable pin. This will be applied through the AT$GPSGPIO command (see the following paragraphs).
3. SOFTWARE BUNDLE CONFIGURATION

In order to setup the cellular module in “bundle mode” a proper AT commands set is required.
Depending on the GNSS receiver connected to the cellular module, the AT commands set might be different.

---

WARNING:
It's strictly recommended to wait until the reception of the GNSS SW version string before issuing any AT command related with the specific GNSS behavior, otherwise the GNSS receiver could not be ready to work yet.
Verify the reception of the SW version string through the AT$GPSSW command.

---

IMPORTANT:
SSIV/V ROM-based GNSS receivers (JF2-ROM, JN3-ROM, SE880 and SE868 V2) make an intensive use of the cellular module resources; therefore, we strongly recommend setting the CPU Clock @104 MHz (AT#CPUMODE=3) whenever one of the following cellular modules is bundled with a SSIV/V ROM-based GNSS receiver:

- GE865-QUAD
- GE866-QUAD
- GL865-QUAD
- GL865-DUAL
- GL865-QUAD V3
- GL865-DUAL V3
- GL868-DUAL
- GL868-DUAL V3
- GE910-QUAD V3

---
3.1. JF2 Flash

The Telit cellular module is configured to manage the JF2 Flash GPS module issuing the following AT commands (see [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=2,0**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to manage the external GPS receiver JF2 flash. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z**, this command configures GPIOs # x, y, w and z to manage the JF2 GPS_ON/OFF, GPS_SYSTEM_ON, GPS_BOOTSEL and GPS_RESET signals respectively.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the bundle configuration in the cellular module’s flash memory.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the JF2 Flash ON.

From now on, the JF2 Flash GPS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module (so-called “controlled mode”).

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must **always** be connected to the GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.

---

**NOTE:**

This configuration is valid for the JF2 Flash variant with default baud rate @ 4800 bps. In case of JF2 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV.

Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

---

3.1.1. Example

Bundle solution with GE865-QUAD + JF2 Flash.

Cellular module’s GPIOs chosen to control the JF2 Flash: #4, 5, 6, 7.

The list of the AT commands needed to configure the GE865 to control the JF2 Flash is:

- AT$GPSD=2,0
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,6,7
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1
3.2. JF2 ROM

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the JF2 ROM GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (see AT Command User Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=2,1**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a JF2 ROM receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,0,0** this command configures GPIOs # x, y to drive the JF2 GPS_ON/OFF and GPS_SYSTEM_ON respectively.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT#CPUMODE=3**, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the JF2 ON.

From now on, the JF2 ROM GPS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the external GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.

---

**NOTE:**

This configuration is valid for the JF2 ROM variant with default baud rate @ 4800 bps. In case of JF2 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV. Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].
3.2.1. Example

Platform: GE865-QUAD + JF2 ROM.

GPIOs chosen to control the JF2 ROM: #4, 5. These GPIOs will be used to drive the JF2 ROM’s ON_OFF and SYSTEM_ON pins.

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=2,1
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,0,0
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- Wait the URC "$SIFIXEV: Host EE Files Successfully Created"
- AT#CPUMODE=3
- AT$GPSP=1

For further information about the EE Host Storage Mode please refer to [2] and [1].

3.3. JF2 EEPROM

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the JF2 EEPROM GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (see the Telit AT Command User Guide [1]):

- AT$GPSD=2,2, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a JF2 EEPROM. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- AT$GPSGPIO= x,y,0,0 this command configures GPIOs # x, y to drive the JF2 GPS_ON/OFF and GPS_SYSTEM_ON respectively.
- AT$GPSSAV, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- AT#REBOOT, this command reboots the entire system.
- AT#CPUMODE=3, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
- AT$GPSP=1, this command turns the JF2 ON.

From now on, the JF2 EEPROM GPS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module.

IMPORTANT:
The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the external Telit GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.
NOTE:
This configuration is valid for the JF2 EEPROM variant with default baud rate @ 4800 bps. In case of JF2 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV. Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.
For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

3.3.1. Example
Platform: GE865-QUAD + JF2 EEPROM.
Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the JF2 EEPROM: #4,5.
The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=2,2
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,0,0
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- Wait the URC "$SIFIXEV: Host EE Files Successfully Created"
- AT#CPUMODE=3
- AT$GPSP=1

For further information about the EE Host Storage Mode please refer to [2] and [1].
3.4. JN3 Flash

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the JN3 Flash GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (see the Telit AT Command User Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=3,0**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with JN3 receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,0,w,0**, this command configures GPIOs # x and w to drive the JN3 LDO Enable and BOOT respectively.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the JN3 Flash ON.

From now on, the JN3 Flash receiver will be managed through the Telit Cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the LDO Enable signal, which supplies the external Telit GNSS receiver.

---

**NOTE:**

This configuration is valid for the JN3 Flash variant with default baud rate @ 4800bps. In case of JN3 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV.

Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

---

3.4.1. Example

Platform: GE865-QUAD + JN3 Flash

Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the JN3 Flash: #4, 6

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=3,0
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,0,6,0
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1
3.5. JN3 ROM

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the JN3 ROM GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (see Telit AT command user guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=3,1**, this command configures Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a JN3 ROM receiver (Controlled Mode). Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,0,0,0** this command configures GPIOs # x to manage the JN3 LDO Enable.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT#CPUMODE=3**, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the JN3 ON.

From now on, the JN3 ROM receiver will be fully managed through the Telit cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “**AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z**” must always be connected to the LDO Enable signal, which supplies the external Telit GNSS receiver.

---

**NOTE:**

This configuration is valid for JN3 ROM variant with default baud rate @ 4800bps. In case of JN3 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the **AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600** command must be sent before **AT$GPSSAV**.

Issuing **AT$GPSSAV** after **AT$GPSP=1** the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1]
3.5.1. Example

Platform: GE865-QUAD + JN3 ROM

Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the JN3 ROM: #4

The proper AT commands sequence is:

• AT$GPSD=3,1
• AT$GPSGPIO=4,0,0,0
• AT$GPSSAV
• AT#REBOOT
• Wait the URC “$SIFIXEV: Host EE Files Successfully Created”
• AT#CPUMODE=3
• AT$GPSP=1

For further information about the EE Host Storage Mode please refer to [2] and [1].

3.6. JN3 EEPROM

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the JN3 EEPROM GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (refer to Telit AT command user guide [1]):

• AT$GPSD=3,2, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a JN3 EEPROM. Moreover, it enables the whole set of "bundle" GPS AT commands.
• AT$GPSGPIO=x,0,0,0 this command configures GPIOs # x to drive the JN3 LDO Enable.
• AT$GPSSAV, this command saves the configuration applied above.
• AT#REBOOT, this command reboots the entire system.
• AT#CPUMODE=3, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
• AT$GPSP=1, this command turns the JN3 ON.

From now on, the JN3 EEPROM receiver can be managed through the Telit cellular module.

IMPORTANT:

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the LDO Enable signal, which supplies the external Telit GNSS receiver.
NOTE:
This configuration is valid for the JN3 EEPROM variant with default baud rate @ 4800bps. In case of JN3 baudrate equal to 9600 bps, the AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV. Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.
For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

3.6.1. Example
Platform: GE865-QUAD + JN3 EEPROM.
Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the JN3 EEPROM: #4.
The proper AT commands sequence is:
- AT$GPSD=3,2
- AT$GPSSGPIO=4,0,0,0
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- Wait the URC "$SIFIXEV: Host EE Files Successfully Created"
- AT#CPUMODE=3
- AT$GPSP=1

For further information about the EE Host Storage Mode please refer to [2] and [1].
3.7. SE880

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the SE880 GPS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (see Telit AT Command User Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=2,1**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a SE880 receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,0,0** this command configures GPIOs # x, y to drive the SE880 GPS_ON/OFF and GPS_SYSTEM_ON respectively.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT#CPU MODE=3**, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the SE880 ON.

From now on, the SE880 GPS receiver can be managed through the Telit cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**
The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the external GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.

---

**NOTE:**
In case of baud rate of SE880 is different to 4800, AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 must be sent before AT$GPSSAV.
Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GPS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.
For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

---

3.7.1. Example

Platform: GE865-QUAD + SE880.

Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the SE880: #4, 5.

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- **AT$GPSD=2,1**
- **AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,0,0**
- **AT$GPSSAV**
- **AT#REBOOT**
- **Wait the URC “$SIFIXEV: Host EE Files Successfully Created”**
- **AT#CPU MODE=3**
- **AT$GPSP=1**

For further information about the EE Host Storage Mode please refer to [2] and [1].
3.8. SL869

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the SL869 GNSS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (refer to Telit AT command user Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=4**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a SL869 receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,0,w,0**, this command configures GPIOs # x and w to manage the SL869 LDO Enable and BOOT respectively.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the SL869 ON

From now on, the SL869 GNSS receiver will be fully managed through the Telit cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “**AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z**” must always be connected to the LDO Enable signal, which supplies the external Telit GNSS receiver.

Since the latest SL869 firmware versions (next to v. 3.1.5.1) are configured to work using the lowest TESEOII CPU clock speed, we strongly suggest to issue the **AT$GPSSTCPUCLK** command (once the GNSS receiver is up and running) to improve the SL869 general responsiveness to AT commands and performances when using ST-AGPS.

---

**NOTE:**

Issuing **AT$GPSSAV** after **AT$GPSP=1** the GNSS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].

---
3.8.1. Example


Cellular GPIOs chosen to control SL869: #4, 6.

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=4
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,0,6,0
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1

Once the receiver is up and running (i.e. a NMEA stream is being relayed):

- AT$GPSSTCPUCLK=3

3.9. SE868 V2

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage SE868 V2 GNSS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (refer to AT Command User Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=5,2**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a SE868 V2 receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,0,0**, this command configures GPIOs # x, y to drive the SE868 V2 GPS_ON/OFF and GPS_SYSTEM_ON respectively.
- **AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600**, this command configures Trace serial port baudrate.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT#CPUMODE=3**, this command sets the cellular module CPU Clock @104 MHz (to be issued if needed, see Chapter 3)
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the SE868 V2 ON.

From now on, the SE868 V2 GNSS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module.

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to external Telit GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.

---

**NOTE:**

AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 command must be sent before AT$GPSSAV.

Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GNSS receiver will be turned ON on every Telit cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].
3.9.1. Example


Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the SE868-V2: #4, 5.

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=5,2
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,0,0
- AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT#CPUMODE=3
- AT$GPSP=1

3.10. SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 and SL869 V2

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 or SL869 V2 GNSS receiver by issuing the following AT commands (refer to AT Command User Guide [1]):

- AT$GPSD=6, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to be used with a SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 or SL869 V2 receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GPS AT commands.
- AT$GPSGPIO=x,0,0,z, this command configures GPIOs # x, z to drive the SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 or SL869 V2 LDO Enable and RESET respectively.
- AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600, this command configures Trace serial port baudrate.
- AT$GPSSAV, this command saves the configuration applied above.
- AT#REBOOT, this command reboots the entire system.
- AT$GPSP=1, this command turns the SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 or SL869 V2 ON.

From now on, the SC872-A, SE868-A, SL871 or SL869 V2 GNSS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module.

IMPORTANT:

The first GPIO in “AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z” must always be connected to the LDO Enable signal, which supplies the external Telit GNSS receiver.

NOTE:

AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600 must be sent before AT$GPSSAV.
Issuing AT$GPSSAV after AT$GPSP=1 the GNSS receiver will be turned ON on every cellular module startup.
For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].
3.10.1. Example

Platform: GL865-QUAD + SL871

Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the SL871: #5, 7

The proper AT commands sequence is:

- AT$GPSD=6
- AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1

3.11. SE868-V3 and SE873

The Telit Cellular module is configured to manage the SE868-V3 or SE873 receiver by issuing the following AT commands (refer to AT Command User Guide [1]):

- **AT$GPSD=5**, this command configures the Telit cellular module’s serial port #1 (Trace) to manage the external GNSS receiver. Moreover, it enables the whole set of “bundle” GNSS AT commands.
- **AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600**, this command configures Trace serial port baudrate.
- **AT$GPSSAV**, this command saves the bundle configuration in the cellular module’s flash memory.
- **AT#REBOOT**, this command reboots the entire system.
- **AT$GPSP=1**, this command turns the receiver ON.

From now on, the SE868-V3 or SE873 GNSS receiver will be managed through the Telit cellular module (so-called “controlled mode”).

---

**IMPORTANT:**

The first GPIO in “**AT$GPSGPIO=x,y,w,z**” must always be connected to the GNSS receiver’s ON-OFF pin.

---

**NOTE:**

**AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600** command must be sent before **AT$GPSSAV**.

Issuing **AT$GPSSAV** after **AT$GPSP=1** the GNSS receiver will be turned ON on every Telit cellular module startup.

For further information please refer to the Telit AT Commands Reference Guide [1].
3.11.1. Example

Bundle solution with GE910-QUAD + SE868-V3.

Cellular module’s GPIOs chosen to control the SE868-V3: #7, 8, 9, 10.

The list of the AT commands needed to configure the GE910-QUAD to control the SE868-V3 is:

- AT$GPSD=5
- AT$GPSGPIO=7,8,9,10
- AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600
- AT$GPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1
4. PATCHING SIRFSTAR IV/V ROM-BASED RECEIVERS

JF2 ROM, JN3 ROM and SE880 receivers are based on SiRF Star IV whereas SE868 V2 is based on SiRF Star V.

A ROM-based GNSS receiver cannot neither permanently store a custom configuration nor be updated with a new software version. This is inherent to the ROM (Read Only Memory) technology.

However, a ROM-based GNSS receiver allows the application of firmware patches. Patches are sent into an operating SiRF Star ROM and applied into the GNSS receiver’s internal patch RAM.

If backup battery power is lost or if BBRAM is corrupted, the patch contents must be re-sent to the operating receiver.

In order to patch a GNSS ROM-based receiver in a bundle solution, a proper set of AT commands is required.

This set of AT commands allows customers to use the Patch Manager embedded in the cellular module.

For further information about ROM Patching please refer to [6].

The following examples show how to patch a SiRFStar IV/V ROM-based GNSS receiver.
4.1. How to patch SiRFStar IV ROM 2.2-based receivers

This procedure can be applied to JF2 ROM, JN3 ROM and SE880.

An example on how to setup the bundle mode (controlled mode) and patch a SiRF Star IV ROM 2.2-based GNSS receiver (e.g. through a GE865 cellular module) is shown in the figure below:

![Figure 4: AT commands for ROM patching](image)

Fig. 4: AT commands for ROM patching

Issue the AT$GPSSAV command if the patch has to be automatically applied on every startup of the cellular module and whenever the backup battery power is lost.
4.2. How to patch SiRFStar V ROM based receivers

This procedure can be applied to SE868 V2.

An example on how to setup the bundle mode (controlled mode) and patch a Sirf Star V ROM-based GNSS receiver (e.g. through a GE910-QUAD cellular module) is shown in the figure below:

![Fig. 5: AT commands for ROM patching](image)

Issue the AT$GPSSAV command if the patch has to be automatically applied on every startup of the cellular module and whenever the backup battery power is lost.
5. A-GPS FOR SIRF STAR IV/V BASED RECEIVERS

5.1. JF2, JN3 and SE880: how to download and inject SGEE files

This procedure can be applied to all JF2/JN3 variants and SE880.

In order to evaluate the SiRF InstantFix feature through the usage of SGEE (Server Generated Extended Ephemeris) files, the following set of AT Commands is required:

![AT commands for SiRF InstantFix](image)

**Fig. 6: AT commands for SiRF InstantFix**

---

**IMPORTANT:**

In a bundle solution with a ROM2.2-based GNSS receiver, SGEE (Server Generated Extended Ephemeris) and CGEE (Client Generated Extended Ephemeris) data are saved in the Telit cellular module’s NVM, since the GNSS receiver is not able to permanently store any data.

Therefore, if the cellular module is turned off while the GNSS receiver is operating, it won’t be possible to use SGEE/CGEE GNSS aiding for a faster TTFF.
In order to obtain the credentials to access and download SGEE files from the Telit A-GPS Server, the execution of a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is required. Please contact your Regional Sales representative or Telit Technical Support to request and receive the appropriate NDA form for your region/country.

For further information about SiRF InstantFix technology please refer to [4].

---

**WARNING:**

The GSD4E_4.1.2-P1_RPATCH_03 is the minimum software patch version required to use the SGEE feature on ROM2.2-based GNSS receivers. In a bundle solution with ROM2.2-based GNSS receiver, VBatt (battery backup) removal causes a loss of data in GNSS receiver's SRAM, so it is necessary to download the SGEE file again.

Please contact our Telit Technical Support in order to verify if your Telit cellular firmware supports all the commands for the SGEE feature.

---

### 5.2. SE868 V2, SE868-V3, SE873: how to download and inject SGEE files

SE868 V2, SE868-V3 and SE873 support both GPS and GLONASS SGEE files. The following paragraphs show how to download and inject GPS and GLONASS SGEE files into the receiver.

---

**WARNING:**

The GSD5xp_5.5.28. is the minimum software patch version required to use the SGEE feature on a SE868 V2.

Please contact our Telit Technical Support in order to verify if your Telit cellular firmware supports all the commands for the SGEE feature.

---

In order to obtain the credentials to access and download SGEE files from the Telit A-GPS Server, the execution of a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is required. Please contact your Regional Sales representative or Telit Technical Support to request and receive the appropriate NDA form for your region/country.

For further information about specific Telit AT commands please refer to [1].
5.2.1. GPS SGEE files

In order to download and inject a GPS SGEE file, the following set of AT Commands is required:

![Fig. 7: AT commands for SiRF InstantFix](image)

**Fig. 7: AT commands for SiRF InstantFix**
5.2.2. GLONASS SGEE files

In order to download and inject a GLONASS SGEE file, the following set of AT Commands is required:

![ZOC/Pro (Standard.zcc)](image)

Fig. 8: AT commands for SiRF InstantFix
5.3. How to test the SGEE functionality

This procedure can be applied to all JF2/JN3 variants, SE880, SE868 V2, SE868-V3 and SE873.

Under Warm start conditions the usage of SGEE files reduces the TTFF required by the GNSS receiver.

![Image of ZCC terminal interface](image)

*Fig. 9: Verify SiRF InstantFix SGEE feature*

---

**WARNING:**

The external GNSS receiver must be in a Warm start condition, i.e. a valid UTC Time is required before using the SGEE feature.
6. **A-GPS FOR SL869: HOW TO DOWNLOAD AND INJECT A SEED FILE**

To download and inject a ST-AGPS Seed file and then evaluate the server-based assistance provided by the ST-AGPS technology, the following set of AT Commands is required:

![Image of AT commands for ST-AGPS](image-url)

**Fig. 10: AT commands for ST-AGPS**

In order to obtain the credentials to access and download Seed files from the Telit PGPS Server, the execution of a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is required.

Please contact your Regional Sales representative or Telit Technical Support to request and receive the appropriate NDA form for your region/country.

For further information about the ST-AGPS technology please refer to [5].
WARNING:
ST-AGPS is available starting with firmware version 3.1.5.1.
Before injecting a Seed file, a valid UTC time is required. For Seed computation time please refer to the Telit AGPS Server Based Application Note for SL869 [5].
Please contact our Telit Technical Support in order to verify if your Telit cellular firmware supports all the commands for the ST-AGPS feature.

To download and inject the server-based assistance SGEE-EPO files, the following set of AT Commands is required:

![Fig. 11: AT commands for SGEE-EPO](image)

Other AT commands:

- **AT$QUERYEPO**: queries the EPO data status;
- **AT$CLEAREPO**: deletes all the EPO data.

6 hours / 1 day / 3 days / 5 days / 7 days / 14 days / 30 days SGEE EPO files, for GPS and GPS + GLONASS (GR), are available on epo.telit.com Telit EPO Server (e.g.: EPO_GR_14.DAT).

In order to obtain the credentials to access and download EPO files from the Telit EPO Server, the execution of a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is required.

Please contact your Regional Sales representative or Telit Technical Support to request and receive the appropriate NDA form for your region/country.
8. BUNDLING WITH TELIT 3G/4G CELLULAR MODULES

Hardware and software configurations reported in the paragraphs above are still valid when bundling a GNSS receiver with a Telit 3G/4G cellular module.

Bundle solutions with 3G/4G cellular modules require one mandatory AT command in addition to the ones seen so far: AT#PORTCFG=11.

This AT command enables communication between the external GNSS receiver and the Trace port.

---

IMPORTANT:
The AT#PORTCFG=11 command must be issued on Telit 3G/4G cellular modules (e.g.: HE910 family) only.

---

8.1. Example

Platform: UL865-EUR + SE868 V2

Cellular GPIOs chosen to control the SE868 V2: #4, 5

AT commands sequence:

- AT#PORTCFG=11
- AT$GPSD=5,2
- AT$GPSGPIO=4,5,0,0
- AT$GPSSERSPEED=9600
- AT$GPPSSAV
- AT#REBOOT
- AT$GPSP=1
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